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This invention relates to a novel and improved dual 
surfaced sign, and to a novel laminated sign making ma 
terial. 

In promotional activities vfor new products and the 
like, it frequently is very desirable to put out some pre 
liminary announcement relating to the new product or 
material, and with then a second or different sign be 
ing displayed on the actual release date for the new 
product. Hence, in the past, it normally has been nec 
essary to have a skilled sign hanger, or the like to come 
twice to place these two different signs at the proper 
times. Inasmuch as many different signs may be desired 
to be released all on the same day, it frequently is ver‘ 
di?icult if not impossible to have such signs on display 
at a wide variety of places and locations at a speci?ed 
time. In other words, it has been dif?cult, or impossi 
ble, to ‘get simultaneous releases by prepositioned signs 
when advertising new products. 
The general object of the present invention is to pro 

vide a laminated dual surfaced sign characterized by its 
ability to present two different messages at different times, 
which result is obtained when one portion of the sign 
bearing an initial message thereon has been removed to 
reveal a second portion of the sign and a second mes 
sage at a later date. 
A further object of the invention is to provide a novel 

and improved ‘dual surfaced sign wherein the original sign 
can be or is positioned by the usual people in the trade, 
but where a second surface of the sign can be revealed by 
an unskilled person performing a relatively simple peeling 
off operation on the positioned sign. 

Another object of the invention is to facilitate the si 
multaneous release or display of signs relating to new 
products or the like which are to be advertised to the 
public at a speci?ed date, usually in the future, and where 
one portion of the sign can readily be removed from an 
other portion of the sign, which portion itself can com 
prise an attractive, ?xedly positioned sign. 
A further object of the invention is to provide a novel 

and improved laminate of an outer tear-resistant opaque 
sheet adapted to receive conventional printed data thereon 
and a transparent backing sheet where the backing sheet 
is secured by a layer of adhesive carried by the outer 
sheet to such outer sheet so that data that is mirror printed 
on the back of the transparent sheet can be revealed only 
when and if the outer opaque sheet has previously been 
pulled from the laminate. ' 
The foregoing and other objects and advantages of the 

invention will be made more apparent as the speci?ca 
tion proceeds. Attention now is particularly directed to 
the accompanying drawings, wherein: 

FIG. 1 is an enlarged vertical section through a novel 
dual surfaced sign embodying the principles of the in~ 
vention and made from the laminate of the invention; and 

FIG. 2 is an elevation of a novel dual surfaced sign 
of the invention, in smaller scale, and with a portion of 
the outer opaque sheet of the sign being broken away. 
When referring to corresponding members shown in 

the drawings and referred to in the speci?cation, corre 
sponding numerals are used to facilitate comparison 
therebetween. 
The present invention, generally speaking, relates to a 

laminate for use in making dual surfaced signs or the 
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2 
like and where the laminate includes an opaque outer 
sheet, a transparent backing sheet, and a layer of low 
tack pressure-sensitive adhesive carried by the outer sheet 
and securing the sheets together whereby data can be 
printed on the exposed surface of the outer sheet and 
other data can be mirror printed on the back of the 
backing sheet to be visible therethrough only after re 
moval of the outer sheet so that when a sign made up 
from the laminate is positioned in a satisfactory place, 
the sign can have two messages displayed thereby at dif~ 
ferent times through data carried on the outer and the 
backing sheets. ' 

Reference now is particularly directed to the details of 
the structure shown in the drawings. Thus, a dual sur~ 
faced sign of the invention is indicated as a whole by 
the numeral 1. This sign 1 includes an outer opaque 
sheet .2 that has conventional printed data 3‘ appearing 
on its outer or exposed surface. This opaque sheet 2. 
is tear-resistant and relatively thick and may be made 
from any suitable materials such as relatively tough, 
strong paper, or it may be made from plastic ?lms or 
sheets that are adapted to receive printed data thereon. 

‘It is an important feature of the invention that a trans 
parent, relatively thin backing ?lm 4 is secured to the 
opaque sheet '2 by use of a low tack, pressure-sensitive 
adhesive layer 5. For a reason to be pointed out herein 
after in more detail, the adhesive layer 5 is initially se 
cured to and carried by the inner surface of the opaque 
sheet 2 so as to be removable therewith. The trans 
parent ?lm 4 may be made from any conventional ma 
terial such as a transparent vinyl ?lm, an acetate ?lm, 
or the ?lm may be made from Mylar, or, for example, 
thin transparent paper, as desired. 

In order to provide the second printed message in the 
dual surfaced sign ‘1, suitable printed data indicated at 
6 can be applied by a process known as mirror printing 
to the exposed, or back surface of this transparent film 
4. Thus, the data printed thereon, when read through 
the transparent ?lm 4, will be legible to deliver its‘ message. 

In use, the ‘dual surfaced sign can be positioned in 
any suitable manner by the usual man skilled in the art. 
For example, an adhesive coating may be applied to the 
back surface of the transparent ?lm 4, and the sign could 
be a?ixed to a window, billboard, or other desired lo 
cation. 
As indicated in FIG. 2, this sign may well have on the 

opaque sheet 2 some advance announcement, such as 
“See new product here Thursday” and direct attention 
to the fact that some announcement is to be made at 
some future date. When the predetermined date has ar 
rived, any unskilled person can grasp the edge of the 
opaque sheet 2 and strip it from the transparent ?lm 
4, as positioned for display. The adhesive layer 5 will 
pull off with the opaque sheet 2 to expose the trans 
parent ?lm 4- so as to present the printed data 6 thereon 
clearly and to avoid collecting dust, insects or the like 
on the surface of the transparent ?lm 4. 

It will be realized by use of a sign of the invention 
that in effect two signs are obtained and positioned for 
the price of one. The heavier opaque sheet 2 will be 
readily removable from the remainder of the laminate, 
and a little tab could be provided on the edge thereof, 
as desired, to facilitate the separation of the sheet 2 and 
the low-tack adhesive layer 5 from the transparent ?lm 
as pasted or otherwise secured to a carrier frame or 
member. The proprietor of a business establishment 
hence can easily present the desired announcement on a 
speci?c date, and this identical announcement can be made 
at many different locations simultaneously. 

In View of the above, it is believed that a novel and 
improved dual surfaced sign has been provided. This 
sign can be sold as a laminate to a printer or other per 
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son completing the sign after the novel and improved 
laminate of the invention has been prepared. Such lami 
nate would comprise the structure formed by adhesively 
securing the transparent ?lm 4 to the back surface of 
the opaque sheet 2. The use of the low-tack adhesive 
layer carried by the opaque sheet 2 would be a feature 
of such laminate that thereafter could be processed by 
having the printed ‘data 3' printed onto the surface of 
the opaque sheet 4 and have the other desired data mir 
ror printed on the back of the transparent ?lm of the 
laminate. 
Any suitable number of colors or. other printing styles 

as desired can be used in forming the novel laminate. 
Hence it is believed that the objects of the invention 

have been achieved and a novel and improved sign and 
sign-making laminate have been provided by the inven 
tion. 

While one complete embodiment of the invention has 
been ‘disclosed herein, it will be appreciated that modi 
?cation of this particular embodiment of the invention 
may be resorted to without ‘departing from the scope of 
the invention as de?ned in the appended claim. 
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What I claim is: 
A dual surface sign comprising 
an outer tear-resistant opaque sheet having printed data 

on its outer surface, 
a layer of low-tack pressure-sensitive adhesive secured 

to said opaque sheet on its back surface, and 
a transparent ?lm secured to said opaque sheet by said 

adhesive, 
said ?lm having mirror printed data appearing on its 

back whereby the sign can be positioned and ?rst used 
with said opaque sheet thereon and thereafter be used 
to reveal the mirror printed data readable from the 
outer surface of the sign after said opaque sheet has 
been removed. 
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